Abstract-This work investigates the ability of deaf subjects to correctly label foreign emotional faces of happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, fear, and disgust, in comparison with typically hearing ones. The experiment involved 14 deaf (signing) and 14 hearing subjects matched by age and gender. The emotional faces were selected from the Radboud Database. The results show significant difference between the two groups, with deaf performing significantly poorly in the decoding accuracy and intensity ratings of disgust, surprise, and anger. Considerations are made on the effects of the social and cultural context to leverage the universality of emotional facial expressions.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are not too many investigations comparing the ability of deaf and typically hearing subjects to decode emotional facial expressions belonging to different cultures. These comparisons have been neglected, due to the largely accepted belief that facial expressions of emotions share universal features among humans no matter the social, organizational, and cultural context in which they are expressed. This belief has been debated by recent studies showing that there are social, cultural, and circumstantial factors playing a role in supporting the human ability to decode emotional faces. In this context it has been shown that cultural, communication, and mood disorders such as depression, as well as alcoholism, and personality traits play an important role in decoding emotional labels [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [20] , [28] , [31] .
When deafness comes to play, emotional expressions are an integral part of the communication mode and are largely considered in the deaf culture. In particular, it is well known that signing people exploit facial expressions as meaningful communicative signs in combination with other meaningful body and hands movements [5] , [7] , [32] , [33] , [34] . Given the large range of meanings and usages of facial expressions in sign languages, it is natural to investigate how emotional faces are discriminated from communicative signs and whether and to what extent some facial emotional expressions, such as those associated to the six primary emotions [11] , [12] , have universal emotional meanings without reference to individual social contexts or social culture. The studies comparing hearing and deaf subjects' ability to decode the facial expressions of the six primary emotions report inconsistent findings that show either no substantial differences among the two groups [23] , or poorer performance of the deaf in comparison to their peers [9] , [22] . Generally, these studies considered deaf and hearing children and stimuli of facial emotional expressions belonging to the same cultural group. What if the facial stimuli belong to a different, even though close, culture?
The present study aims to test the above hypothesis comparing the ability of Italian deaf and hearing subjects in decoding Dutch facial emotional expressions selected from the Radboud Database [27] . The adult database contains the facial emotional expressions of 39 Caucasian Dutch adults (19 female), expressing neutral emotional feelings, as well as anger, sadness, fear, disgust, surprise, happiness, and contempt. The actor portraits assume three different gaze directions, frontal, left, and right, and five camera angles (see [27] for details).
II. MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

A. Participants
28 Italian subjects were recruited for this experiment of which fourteen were signing deaf (8 females) and fourteen typically hearing subjects (6 females). The deaf subjects were recruited at ENS (Ente Nazionale Sordi) of Caserta (Italy), with the permission of the president of the association. Deaf were aged from 35 to 55 years (mean age=48.36 years, SD=±4.21) and typically hearing subjects' age was matched (mean age=47.50 years, SD=±3.21) with them.
B. Materials
24 photographs of posed facial expressions taken from Radboud Database were selected [27] . Only frontal stimuli (frontal gaze direction and frontal camera angle) were considered expressing the 6 basic emotions of happiness, sadness, surprise, disgust, fear and anger [11] , [12] . The selected stimuli are listed in Table I . Each emotion was expressed by two female and male faces. 
C. Procedures
A suitable laboratory setting was created, free of distractions and disturbing events. Each participant was briefed on the required task and if volunteered to do it, asked to complete and sign the consent form. Subsequently, she was put in front to a computer screen and asked to watch and assign one of the six abovementioned emotional categories or the "no emotion" or "another emotion" label, to each of the 24 selected emotional faces randomly played through the Superlab® software by appropriately selecting the associated keyboard's key. Then participants were asked to rate the intensity degree of the expressed emotion on a Likert scale from 0 (absence of any emotional intensity) to 9 (very intense emotion). Each subject was tested in a private room and assisted by two experimenters. 
D. Data Analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted with the statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS). A mixed ANOVA was performed on the collected data to assess the label decoding accuracy and intensity ratings, with group (deaf and hearing subjects) as a between subjects variable, and emotional labels and intensity rating values as within subjects variables. Table II reports confusion matrices associated to the decoding accuracy performance of deaf and hearing subjects. Percentages are rounded to the nearest integer. On the principal diagonal it is possible to read the correct decoding accuracy, while on the rows it is possible, for each emotion, to assess the confusion made with the other assigned labels. The ANOVA analysis showed that there were significant differences in the performance of the deaf and hearing subjects (F(1, 26) =10.63; p=.003). A significant interaction between Groups and Emotions (F(5,130)= 3.67; p=.004) was found. Bonferroni post hoc tests showed that the interaction was caused by the emotions of anger (p=.028), surprise (p=.003), and disgust (p<.001). For these three emotions the decoding accuracy of the deaf participants was significantly poorer than the hearing ones. Fig. 2 illustrates these differences, reporting the histogram of the decoding accuracy for deaf (white bars) and hearing (shaded bars) subjects, respectively.
III. RESULTS
A. Decoding Accuracy
It must be noticed that the only emotion that received a high degree of correct response for both deaf and hearing subjects was happiness. For the remaining emotions, only surprise (76.8%) and disgust (66.1%) obtained a percentage of correct decoding accuracy above chance in the group of hearing subjects. These data suggested that both deaf and hearing subjects performed poorly, even though the hearing group performed significantly better than the deaf one for disgust, surprise and anger. In order to explain these results, it can be interesting to report the percentage of correct accuracy A. Esposito et al. • Differences between hearing and deaf subjects in assessing foreign emotional faces obtained by Dutch hearing subjects with respect to the Italian ones. This comparison is possible since the Langner's et al. paper [27] provides additional documentation reporting, for each stimulus, the percentage of agreement among Dutch subjects participating to Langner's experiments. Unfortunately, it was not possible to perform a detailed statistical analysis comparing Italian and Dutch performance on the individual subject's responses, since the available additional documentation reports only the percentage of agreement obtained by all subjects. Therefore, the data that follow must be considered as exemplars and more data are needed to sustain the proposed argumentation. Considering the data collected by [27] for Dutch and those collected by us for Italian subjects, a one tailed t-student test for two independent means was performed on the percentages of label agreements obtained on the same stimuli by Dutch and Italian participants. The results show that Italian mean label accuracy values are significantly lower than those obtained by Dutch (t=3.15025, p=.005). In particular, the decoding accuracy of Italian subjects is particularly poorer for sadness (54% vs 91% of correct decoding accuracy for Italian and Dutch respectively), fear (50% for Italian vs 86% of correct accuracy for Dutch), and anger (54% for Italian vs 95% for Dutch). Fig. 3 illustrates these differences, reporting the histogram of the decoding accuracy for hearing Italian (white bars) and Dutch (shaded bars) subjects, respectively. Table I .
We suggest that these significant differences can be attributed to the fact that Dutch faces are expressively very different from those Italian subjects are familiar with. There are physical facial traits that do not conform to facial templates Italians learned in their social environment. Therefore, apart from stereotype expressions associated with smiles (as for happiness), or large eye openings (as for surprise) it is difficult for Italians to see in these not usually seen faces, emotions like fear, anger, and sadness. It can be argued that they need more closed eyes for anger, less lowered eyebrows for sadness, and more closed mouths for fear. However, with the data at the hand these are only speculations. More investigations are required. Even though it may appear "that Italian and Dutch culture are in the same culture region, with a lot of mutual influence" (according to a reviewer's comment), South Italian facial traits are strongly different from Dutch ones, and facial traits are part of what an individual learn about the sociocultural environment. Unfortunately, these aspects have been neglected in the quest for a universally shared facial emotional code. Nevertheless, these observations may explain why the accuracies in Table II are It would be interesting to investigate whether, other than for South Italian hearing subjects, similar results are observed within other "socio-cultural environments" that share with Dutch and Italian the label of "western culture", to compare with studies that examine very distinct cultures (e.g. [13] ). To our knowledge, there are no studies reporting on similar investigations. There are however studies showing that facial somatic traits can influence the decoding of facial emotional expressions [2] , [3] , [26] . Table III reports confusion matrices associated with the mean rating intensity values for each categorical emotional face.
B. Intensity Mean Ratings
TABLE III
Normalized confusion matrices reporting on columns the percentage of mean intensity rating values obtained on the selected stimuli by deaf and hearing subjects respectively. In order to show the amount of confusion with the other emotions, percentages are computed, for each label, as the ratio of the sum of the intensity ratings attributed to the selected label in each emotion category (either the correct or incorrect one) over the sum of the intensity ratings attributed to the correct and incorrect emotion category. In order to display results as confusion matrices, these mean intensity values have been calculated as the ratio of the total intensity values attributed to each emotion category over the sum of the total intensity values attributed to the correct and mistaken emotion categories. What we have done is essentially a normalization of the intensity values. This normalization has been made only for display purposes. The effect on the data is to weaken statistically significant differences. However, the reported statistics have been made on the coarse intensity rating values attributed by participants to each emotion category. As for Table II , on the principal diagonal it is possible to read the mean intensity rating values assigned to each emotion, and on the rows the confusion made with the other emotional labels. A mixed ANOVA analysis was performed on the intensity rating values, with group (deaf vs hearing subjects) as a between subjects variable, and facial emotional intensity rating values as within subjects variable. The ANOVA analysis shows significant differences between deaf and hearing subjects in assigning intensity values to the portrayed emotional faces (F(1, 26) =7.408; p=.01). A significant interaction was also found between Group and Emotional Intensity (F(5, 130)=4.479; p=.001). Bonferroni post hoc tests show that deaf and hearing subjects differ significantly in rating intensity values of sadness (p=.016), fear (p=.007), surprise (p=.006), anger (p=.004), and disgust (p<.035). Fig. 4 illustrates these differences, reporting the histogram of the rough mean intensity rating values for deaf (white bars) and hearing (black bars) subjects respectively. The general information emerging from these data is that deaf subjects perceive the selected faces less intensely emotionally portrayed than hearing subjects. This may suggests a reduced sensitivity of deaf with respect hearing subjects to the intensity dimension of emotions, due to the fact that sign languages exploit faces as communicative signs. In this context, the reduced sensitivity may be due to the fact that signers use faces semantically in order to communicate, for example, on something either disgusting, or fearful, or sad, without feeling fearful, sad, or disgusted. To this extent, the language attitude can influence the perception of emotional dimensions, as it has been shown for stereotype associations, prejudices, and gender differences [8] , [21] , [24] , [25] . Since our language shapes our thoughts and behaviors [29] , language's influence on the perception and decoding of emotional states merits extensive investigations. A comparison between hearing Italian and Dutch intensity rating values is not possible since a different Likert scale (from 0 to 9 vs one from 0 to 5 for Dutch) was used in this experiment.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
There are significant differences between deaf and hearing subjects in correctly decoding foreign facial emotional A. Esposito et al. • Differences between hearing and deaf subjects in assessing foreign emotional faces expressions of anger, disgust, and surprise. In addition, deaf showed significant differences in attributing a comparable degree of arousal (emotional intensity comparable to the hearing subjects) to facial expressions of disgust, surprise, fear, anger, and sadness. Deaf perform poorer than hearing subjects. Why is that?
Language specificity affects the ability to decode emotional faces. It may well be that in the case of deaf individuals using sign languages, the fact that facial expression contributes to the composition of semantic, and iconic dimension of the sign. It is possible that sign language use of facial expressions interferes with the interpretation of the same facial movements in their "raw" form as bearing emotion-related meaning [6] , [13] , [30] .
It must be noticed that both deaf and hearing subjects perform poorly on five out of the six primary facial expressions of emotions (see Tables II and III) . This suggests that typical face traits (Dutch faces) also affect the ability to correctly decode primary emotional facial expressions. If there are some universal templates for primary emotions, they are only related to happiness. The remaining facial expressions of primary emotions seem to be strongly affected by the emotional learned experience suggesting that South Italian emotional faces strongly diversify from Dutch emotional faces. Therefore, "even there exists a universal substrate tying the expression and decoding of emotional faces, this process can be less influential than it was previously hypothesized in regulating social emotional exchanges" ([4] , p. 254).
These data bears evidence that in the quest for implementing future socially and emotional believable human-machine interactions, personal traits, cultural specificities, and contextual instances must be accounted for [10] , [18] , [19] . The envisaged promising applications in this field, such as those for the early interventions and management of cognitive and physical diseases, as well as, responsive and symbiotic personal assistants simulating human perception, attention, imagination, and emotions, need a holistic perspective. This perspective must take in hand how complex ICT interfaces must behave and appear in order to be social, and trustable, and which are, in a specific culture and language, the individual's social rules and cognitive competencies in terms of social shared meanings.
Future Cognitive Info Communication devices must undergo through an efficient modeling of user's communicative signals, competencies, beliefs and environmental information in order to provide relevant feedback and/or services [1] . On this line of effort, the topics offered by the CogInfocomm conference are extremely multidisciplinary covering matters such as faces and gesture recognition, cognitive networks, artificial cognitive capabilities of ITC systems, cognitive devices for rehabilitation and learning, intelligent vehicle transportations, augmented and virtual reality. In this multidisciplinary forum, scientists from different disciplines can meet and share results and ideas.
